PLANET OCEAN
Mike Delaney 7/28/19
Radio tuner; radio static. JFK Speech.
Chants:
Blue, blue, blue into the blue…
Planet Ocean; World of Water…
Life Giver; Life Sustainer…
Chorus:
Planet Ocean; World of Water
Neptune’s son; Poseidon’s daughter
Constant change; Ever in motion
World of Water; Planet Ocean
From the waves and foam to the deepest abyss
The water gives a secret kiss
A delicate balance of life and death
We breathe the ocean in every breath
The salt of the sea flows through our veins
The ocean’s might can never be tamed
The moon’s pull felt in every tide
Indomitable strength we must abide
As Humble Stewards we need to serve
The precious depths must be preserved
Planet Ocean; the source of all rain
Mother Ocean is a sacred name
Chorus

Djembe beat 4/4.
Guitar: C / F / (4 beats C. 4 beats F)
Bass: C / G / D / G /
Audience and one person: Blue, blue, blue into the…
Second Person: Planet Ocean; World of Water…
Third Person: Life Giver; Life Sustainer…
Lead vocal: Chorus and Verses.
Harmony vocal: Chorus.

Fade out after the second chorus.
Remarks at the Dinner for the America's Cup Crews,
September 14 1962”― John F. Kennedy
“We are tied to the ocean. And when we go back to the
sea, whether it is to sail or to watch - we are going back
from whence we came.”

Blue, blue, blue into the blue…
Planet Ocean; World of Water…
Life Giver; Life Sustainer…

John F. Kennedy:
“I really don't know why it is that all of us are so
committed to the sea, except I think it's because in
addition to the fact that the sea changes, and the light
changes, and ships change, it's because we all came
from the sea. And it is an interesting biological fact that
all of us have in our veins the exact same percentage of
salt in our blood that exists in the ocean, and, therefore,
we have salt in our blood, in our sweat, in our tears. We
are tied to the ocean. And when we go back to the sea whether it is to sail or to watch it - we are going back
from whence we came.[Remarks at the Dinner for the
America's Cup Crews, September 14 1962]”― John F.
Kennedy
We are tied to the ocean. And when we go back to the
sea, whether it is to sail or to watch - we are going back
from whence we came. John F. Kennedy
Read more at
https://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/john_f_kennedy_1
51955
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00LowBUnlCo
The salt of the sea is coursing through our veins
An ancient broth with a long-forgotten name
It’s in our sweat and pouring out in our tears
It’s the sailor’s lament sung for many years
We feel the song in our heart when you bring it to life
It cuts to the bone like the blade of a fisherman’s knife

